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Franchise baseball game

Baseball: It seems so deceptively simple. And then you try to explain it to someone unfamiliar with the game. And then you get even crazier and start ranting about fourth out in a sport that's supposed to have only three. By Nicholas Gerbis Baseball is a game of inches, and umpires keep ice measures.
Sometimes they succeed, other times don't. When they don't, it's not hyperbole to say that umpires are probably the most vilified people in sport. By John Perritano This is one ritual with a dozen different surefire recipes. We'll look at what really works - and what only half baked - when it comes to breaking
in a baseball glove. By Julia Layton They may sound like a group of characters in a Dr. Seuss book, but yips are actually a serious illness for many athletes. What is behind this confusion? By John Perritano spring training reminds fans how baseball used to be - cozy ball fields, lower prices and players
willing to sign autographs and chat a bit. But spring training is also a million-dollar tourist attraction for Florida and Arizona. By Dave Roos A famous baseball poem celebrates the sound of the cracks of a bat. What makes baseball bats crack - and break? And how do you find the sweet point? By Patrick J.
Kiger The Negro Leagues may have been born out of discrimination, but for generations of African-American baseball players, they offer a real opportunity at fame and autonomy. How did the tournament start, and how did the color line finally break down? By Julia Layton Baseball's biggest stage, the
World Series, takes place in the fall between the American League and National League champions. How do you get to the October Classic? By Brian Boone Major League Baseball is made up of two different leagues: the American League and the National League. How did the National League get its
start, and how did it thrive to this day? By Dave Roos For those who find baseball as exciting as watching paint dry, knowing a little something about the sport can only increase your level of interest. Let's start with a basic explanation of the nine positions. By Caitlin Uttley February 1, 2001 2 minutes
reading This story appeared in the February 2001 issue of The Entrepreneur. Sign up » Move over, Domino's-home meal delivery isn't just about pizza anymore. According to food consulting firm Technomic Inc., home meal replacement revenue (HMR) will reach $67 billion by the end of the year, with an
annual growth rate of 8 percent. An ACNielsen report says that fewer than four out of 10 meals are served including one home-cooked items, and a quarter of all households dine during the takeout day at least once a week. The franchise was quick into this trend. It's hard for two income family members
today to come home and cook a meal and even to go out to get a meal, explains Paul Gooden, managing partner of the Steaks To Go franchise. Marked for their convenience, HMR delivery brands are striving to deliver fast, hot and delicious meals offices and households alike. While pizza is still a HMR
weakness after all these years, many HMR franchises offer baked entrees that usually include a salad, baked potatoes and rolls with the purchase of a dinner. Gooden.Don Harkleroad, president of Steak-Out Franchising Inc., said: We offer customers an alternative to pizza delivery by offering a full menu
of steak and chicken dinners ranging from $9 to $17, Gooden.Don Harkleroad, president of Steak-Out Franchising Inc. has had great success with more than 85 of its stores nationwide. We are growing in total open units, volume per open unit and profitability, he said. This business is going up a trend,
and HMR represents an increased opportunity for entrepreneurs. According to Harkleroad, the average steak-out franchise brings in about $778,000 in annual revenue. While some franchises include dining services along with their delivery and takeoff systems, Off the Grill Franchising Inc. president Alan
Thompson noted that 90 percent of sales of units Off the Grill are made or delivered. This is all we do, so we do it very well, he says, contrasting Off the Grill with restaurants that regularly offer takeout menus. People who want a prepared meal at home will instead take it to them rather than go through the
inconvenience of driving to a store, standing in line, picking it up and then driving home again, adds Harkleroad. We believe that the delivery mechanism is much superior to the takeout approach. From its looks, consumers agree. FilediMAGE/Shutterstock.com The average cost for two tickets for a
baseball game - and a few beers and dogs to complete the experience - is more than $100 this season. Not that it's important so far, as spring training was canceled before it actually had a chance to launch due to the coronavirus epidemic. Opening day has also been postponed for two weeks, but now
that we've exceeded that time, MLB fans are wondering if there will be a baseball season at all. However, GOBankingRates compiled cost data from each MLB stadium, crunching the figures on what it costs for two people to attend a game at each stadium, including parking and the cost of two beers and
two sausages. After all, hardcore fans will have to start budgeting now so they can get right back in the thick of it if we see a late version of the 2020 MLB season. And if they don't, they can always hide that money for next year. Let's see which stadiums are squeezing fans and which stadiums are running
home. Last Updated: April 16, 2020 Felix Mizioznikov/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $45.06 Two sausages: $10 Two beers: $10 Parking: $0 The Tampa Bay Rays play their home game at Tropicana Field - When they win, the roof of the stadium lights up orange. However, the real novelty is the giant



indus tank filled with live rays that fans can feed for free. The only thing more unique is a baseball team that doesn't gouge you on the parking lot. Read: What a canceled season costs the NBA, MLB, NHL and NFL NFL Roberts Photography/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $41.72 Two sausages: $4 Two
beers: $8 Parking: $15 Chase Field is a $354 million megapark complete with a swimming pool, 8,000-ton air conditioning system and reable roof to help you beat the Arizona heat while you're at the game One of the best MLB stadiums to actually see the game, an 80% full seat is placed inside the foul
pole and there is no upper floor on the outfield. But if you're a dodger or Rockies fan rather than a Diamondbacks fan, you can find other ways to entertain yourself in Arizona - if you haven't visited the Grand Canyon yet, it's a must-visit destination. Mia2you/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $45.10 Two
sausages: $6 Two beers: $10 Parking: $11.50 World-class art adorns the interior, and the large recessable roof takes a full 13 to 15 minutes to open along a track stretching the length of two football pitches. Furthermore, the park where the Miami Marlins play uses nearly 50% recycled materials during
construction and has an energy-saving design to reduce overall energy use by 20%. Amy Roswurm/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $45.62 Two sausages: $7 Two beers: $12 Parking: $11.20 PNC Park is one of the most intimate stadiums and has some of the best views in baseball - the highest seat in the
entire park is just 88 feet from the field. When a Pittsburgh Pirate steps on the home plate, he is exactly 443 feet, 4 inches from the Allegheny River. Two tickets: $42.28 Two sausages: $11 Two beers: $13 Parking: $10 In 2002, Cinergy Field, aka Riverfront Stadium, was demolished and a new facility
was built on the banks of the Ohio River. The Reds are the oldest team in the MLB, and you can celebrate that history by visiting the 1869 Red Stocking Pavilion - added in May 2019 to celebrate the team's 150th anniversary. Joseph Sohm/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $59.90 Two sausages: $3 Two
beers: $8 Parking: $8 No stadium in baseball offers cheaper sausages than Camden Yards, where just $3 will get you two red hots while you watch the Baltimore Orioles. Moreover, the location is just two blocks from the birth place of a George Herman Babe Ruth, a baseball player of some praise.
CarlaVanWagoner/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $44.44 Two sausages: $10.50 Two beers: $12 Parking: $16 From spectacular views of the Pacific Ocean and the San Diego skyline to park at The Park where Padres fans can enjoy - you guessed it - a dedicated park area, Petco is a great place to
participate in a baseball game and sunny Southern California weather. Two tickets: $56.62 Two sausages: $10 Two beers: $10 Parking: $10 While detroiters continue to lament the loss of Tigers Stadium - considered the best park in baseball of its day - today's Tigers fans are settled into a new love affair
with Comerica Park. With games beautiful off the Detroit skyline, features giant central water, conveyor belts and ferris wheel, which offers ordinary fans and the same fiends a lot to love. See: Why Baseball Spring Training Is Big Business Ffooter/Shutterstock.com Two Tickets: $65.36 Two Sausages: $8
Two Beers: $10 Parking: $6 Natural elements and building materials from the surrounding landscape - like local trees and native limestone - built right into Target Field, home to the Minnesota Twins. Frank Romeo/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $56.88 Two sausages: $12 Two beers: $10 Parking: $12
The 41,900-seat stadium that the Milwaukee Brewers call home is located in Wisconsin, known for extreme weather even outside the restrictions of winter. The stadium, however, is impervious to anything Mother Nature dishes up, thanks to a one-of-a-kind fan-shaped roof switch. Michael-John
Wolfe/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $54.58 Two sausages: $11 Two beers: $6 Parking: $19.50 Coors Field is most likely best known for the ridiculous number of home runs sending rocketing into the Rocky Mountain atmosphere - thin air in mile High City means the ball goes further. However, the home
of the Colorado Rockies should really be known for the league's most affordable beer, for just $3 a pop. Two tickets: $61.84 Two sausages: $10 Two beers: $10 Parking: $10 Formerly known as Anaheim Stadium, the home of the Los Angeles Angels underwent a major renovation in the mid-90s for a total
value of about $100 million. The stadium's latest session was just over 45,000 people. Eric Broder Van Dyke/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $48.60 Two sausages: $11.50 Two beers: $12 Parking: $20 The Coliseum part of the Oakland Coliseum tells the story of the building's architecture. The three floors
of the outdoor stadium form a perfect circle around the courtyard. A $120 million upgrade in 1995 added tens of thousands of new seats, 90 luxury boxes and a host of other modern amenities to spruce up the former drab facilities where athletics played. Rob Hainer/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $58.88
Two sausages: $8.50 Two beers: $10 Parking: $16 From the park's statue honoring legend Hank Aaron - likely the franchise's most notable player - to the art collection on display, Truist offered Braves fans a baseball church to call home. Two tickets: $62.32 Two sausages: $8.50 Two beers: $10 Parking:
$13 Despite Cleveland's baseball history dates back to 1869, the Indians' home at Progressive Field was completed in 1994 (when it opened under jacobs field's original name). Located in the city center, the stadium is located on either side by bars, restaurants and other locations with Tribe loyals.
Freaktography/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $59.38 Two sausages: $8.26 Two beers: $11.26 Parking: $15.17 Opened in 1989, the venue was called SkyDome until it changed its name to the Rogers Center in early 2005. It has a fully re recordable roof, weighs 11,000 stunning tons and covers over
339,000 square, help keep Toronto Blue Jays fans enjoying a game regardless of the weather. details. tickets: $51.50 Two sausages: $12 Two beers: $12 Parking: $20 The Texas Rangers have officially moved from Globe Life Park - in the heart of a 270-acre complex in Arlington, Texas - to this new field
for the first time this year. In fact, Globe Life Field served as the third home for the Rangers, who first played football at Arlington Stadium in 1972. Frank Romeo/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $65.68 Two sausages: $11.50 Two beers: $8 Parking: $12 Named for legendary team owner Ewing M.
Kauffman, home of the Kansas City Royals who underwent a $250 million upgrade in 2009. But its history returns to 47 seasons, with about 83.5 million fans visiting the park since 1973. The stadium's large high-definition scoreboard measures 84 feet by 104 feet. Joe Hendrickson/Shutterstock.com Two
tickets: $56.76 Two sausages: $9 Two beers: $14 Parking: $20 Debuting as the new Comiskey Park in 1991, home of the Chicago White Sox attracted a club record 2,934,154 baseball fans in its first season. Since then, it has undergone two name changes, becoming U.S. Cellular Field in 2003 and then
Guaranteed Rate Field after the 2016 season. R. Gino Santa Maria/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $71.08 Two sausages: $10 Two beers: $10 Parking: $17.30 You'll only need $5 for a beer at Busch Stadium, but that makes a lot of sense in a park named for the most famous of American brewers. The
current 46,000-seat stadium - and the third Busch Stadium in general - has been in place since 2006, a season in which the St. Louis Cardinals became the first and only team to win the World Series in their first season in a new football field. Amy Roswurm/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $75.54 Two
sausages: $13 Two beers: $10 Parking: $10 The then-Safeco Field made its mid-season debut, with the Seattle Mariners opening on July 15, 1999, against the Padres. It was only in time for the historic 2001 season when the Mariners set an American League record with 116 wins. However, it was
renamed T-Mobile Park in 2019 as part of a new 25-year partnership. Frank Romeo/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $72.08 Two sausages: $8 Two beers: $12 Parking: $18 The $346 million cost to build park Citizens Bank - which opened in 2004 - means the Phillies spend just $16 million more to build the
stadium than it did on Bryce Harper, who signed a 13-year contract, $330 million in 2019. And while Harper can crush big home runs, the stadium features a number of amenities - especially after the $80 million innovation that added a Shake Shack, sports bar and outdoor beer garden. Alan Tan
Photography/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $55.20 Two sausages: $13.50 Two beers: $22 Parking: $25 Historic but crowded and dilapidated, Shea Stadium was home to the New York Mets from 1964 to 2008 - one time includes both of the team's World Series titles. You can still see a lot of Shea
Stadium at Citi Field, however, if you visit the Mets Hall of Fame and the 3,700-square-foot Museum, where there are plenty there are old and new stadiums. Joseph Sohm/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $85.24 Two sausages: $13.50 Two beers: $12.50 Parking: $5 Meanwhile $85-plus for two seemingly
steep tickets, it's worth keeping in mind that the Dodgers are diverting a lot of money right into the product on the field with a payroll that's nearly $200 million. Moreover, your visit to Chavez Ravine will allow you to visit the site of some of baseball's most notable moments, including sandy Koufax's perfect
1965 game and kirk Gibson's legendary walk-off home run in game one of the 1988 World Series. Sundry Photography/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $76.64 Two sausages: $13 Two beers: $16.50 Parking: $20.42 Open for the 2000 season, Oracle Park worth $357 million - formerly known as Pacific Bell
Park, SBC Park and AT&T; T Park - has replaced the crumbling Candlestick Park and represents the first private park built in baseball since the Dodgers' home-held San Francisco Giants in 1962. If there is a defining park image, it's likely the long-running home splashed down in McCovey Cove as they
manage to clear the fence in the right field. In pictures: A Look Inside Consumer Life Across the US Affected By the Coronavirus Two tickets: $99.70 Two hot dogs: $11 Two beers: $13 Parking: $15 The Astrodome might have been dubbed the Eighth Wonder of the World when it debuted in 1965, but
baseball purists were not a fan of its artificial turf. As such, the reable roof that allowed Minute Maid Park to grow natural grass - while also protecting Astros fans from the Texas Heat at game time - has been a welcome addition for many. Christopher Penler/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $88.24 Two
sausages: $14 Two beers: $18 Parking: $20 The concrete, steel and glass fangs of Nationals Park blend seamlessly into the architecture around the nation's capital - and that architecture is visible from inside the football field, creating a unique atmosphere. Soaring views of the Washington Monument,
the Capitol Building and other landmarks are all included in the nationals fare. gary yim/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $95.24 Two sausages: $6 Two beers: $12 Parking: $27.50 The new Yankee Stadium may be the most expensive stadium in MLB, replacing the legendary House That Ruth Built.
However, there are plenty of modern amenities that don't exist in the former Bronx Bombers' homes - not the least of which are cupholders in every seat. And a trip there means you can spend time in the Big Apple exploring attractions - eight of the most popular U.S. tourist attractions are in the city. Israel
Pabon/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $118.64 Two sausages: $10.50 Two beers: $17 Parking: $14.28 The iconic home of the Boston Red Sox is worth a pilgrimage for die-hard fans, for history if nothing else. Stadiums oldest in baseball, Fenway Park - and the infamous Green Monster that looms over
the left field - have been the site of the most historic moment in baseball since it was built in 1912. pics721/Shutterstock.com Two tickets: $118.98 Two sausages: $13 Two beers: $19 Parking: $26.16 One truly historic stadium in baseball history, only Fenway Park has a longer history than Wrigley. But, if
you want to enjoy your old style and the outfield walls covered with spring trees, it will cost you. These old Styles, for a start, are coming up with the highest beer prices in baseball. And if you're thinking you can just ignore those stand-up concessions and not end up spending too much at a Chicago Cubs
game, think again - ticket prices are also the highest in baseball. And all this for a team that has gone a season of just 108 between its last two World Series titles. Joseph Sohm/Shutterstock.com Based on cost alone, the best stadium to catch a game would be Tropicana Field, where a trip for two comes
in at a relatively modest $32.53 per person. That's less than half the average price at any of the five most expensive stadiums. Of course, the best stadium to watch a game is that - for most baseball fans - will be one of their favorite team homes, so the debate here should continue to rage for generations
to come. More from GOBankingRates Joel Anderson contributed to this report. Methodo methodo: GOBankingRates surveyed four costs of attending a baseball game at all 30 Major League Baseball stadiums for two: (1) fares, based on average fares, derived from Team Marketing Report's MLB 2019
report; (2) average parking costs, derived from Team Marketing Report's MLB 2019 report; (3) average beer prices, derived from Team Marketing Report's MLB 2019 report; (4) the average price of a hot one, derived from Team Marketing Report's MLB 2019 report. To find the cost of attending a game for
two guests, the average price of a ticket, the price of beer and the price of a hot one are in two; parking rates are not assumed by two guests traveling in a vehicle. Fresh water prices were included as additional data. The stadium name is derived from MLB's official website. Photo disclaimer: Please note
that some stadium names have changed, as a result, images may show the old name of the stadium. About the author The average cost for two tickets for a baseball game - and a few beers and dogs to complete the experience - is over $100 this season. Not that it's important so far, as spring training
was canceled before it actually had a chance to launch due to the coronavirus epidemic. Opening day has also been postponed for two weeks, but now that we've exceeded that time, MLB fans are wondering if there will be a baseball season at all. However, GOBankingRates compiled cost data from
each MLB stadium, crunching the figures on what it costs for two people to attend a game at stadium, including parking and the cost of two beers and two sausages. After all, hardcore fans will have to start budgeting now so they can get right back in the thick of if we see a late version of the 2020 MLB
season. And if they don't, they can always hide that money for next year. Let's see which stadiums are squeezing fans and which stadiums are running home. Last Updated: April 16, 2020 Two tickets: $45.06 Two sausages: $10 Two beers: $10 Parking: $0 The Tampa Bay Rays play their home game at
Tropicana Field - and when they win, the roof of the stadium lights up orange. However, the real novelty is the giant indus tank filled with live rays that fans can feed for free. The only thing more unique is a baseball team that doesn't gouge you on the parking lot. Read: What a Canceled Season Cost the
NBA, MLB, NHL and NFL Two tickets: $41.72 Two sausages: $4 Two beers: $8 Parking: $15 Chase Field is a $354 million megapark complete with a pool, 8,000-ton air conditioning system and a collectable roof to help you beat the Arizona heat while you're in the game. One of the best MLB stadiums to
actually see the game, an 80% full seat is placed inside the foul pole and there is no upper floor on the outfield. But if you're a dodger or Rockies fan rather than a Diamondbacks fan, you can find other ways to entertain yourself in Arizona - if you haven't visited the Grand Canyon yet, it's a must-visit
destination. Two tickets: $45.10 Two sausages: $6 Two beers: $10 Parking: $11.50 World-class art adorns the interior, and the large recessable roof takes a full 13 to 15 minutes to open along a track stretching the length of two football pitches. Furthermore, the park where the Miami Marlins play uses
nearly 50% recycled materials during construction and has an energy-saving design to reduce overall energy use by 20%. Two tickets: $45.62 Two sausages: $7 Two beers: $12 Parking: $11.20 PNC Park is one of the most intimate stadiums and has some of the best views in baseball - the highest seat
in the entire park is just 88 feet from the field. When a Pittsburgh Pirate steps on the home plate, he is exactly 443 feet, 4 inches from the Allegheny River. Two tickets: $42.28 Two sausages: $11 Two beers: $13 Parking: $10 In 2002, Cinergy Field, aka Riverfront Stadium, was demolished and a new
facility was built on the banks of the Ohio River. The Reds are the oldest team in the MLB, and you can celebrate that history by visiting the 1869 Red Stocking Pavilion - added in May 2019 to celebrate the team's 150th anniversary. Two tickets: $59.90 Two sausages: $3 Two beers: $8 Parking: $8 No
stadium in baseball offers cheaper sausages than Camden Yards, where just $3 will get you two red hots while you watch the Baltimore Orioles. Moreover, the location is just two blocks from the birth place of a George Herman Babe Ruth, a baseball player of some praise. Two tickets: $44.44 Two
sausages: $10.50 Two beers: $12 Parking: $16 From spectacular views of the Pacific ocean and San Diego Skyline to Park at The Park where Padres fans can enjoy - you guessed it - a dedicated, dedicated park area, is a great place to be in a baseball game and sunny Southern California weather. Two
tickets: $56.62 Two sausages: $10 Two beers: $10 Parking: $10 While detroiters continue to lament the loss of Tigers Stadium - considered the best park in baseball of its day - today's Tigers fans are settled into a new love affair with Comerica Park. With stunning views of Detroit's skyline, a large central
water feature, a conveyor belt and a Ferris wheel, it offers ordinary fans and baseball fiends alike a lot to love. Watch: Why Baseball Spring Training Is Big Business Two tickets: $65.36 Two sausages: $8 Two beers: $10 Parking: $6 Natural elements and building materials from the surrounding landscape
- like local trees and native limestone - built right into Target Field, home of the Minnesota Twins. Two tickets: $56.88 Two sausages: $12 Two beers: $10 Parking: $12 The 41,900-seat stadium that the Milwaukee Brewers call home is located in Wisconsin, known for extreme weather even outside the
restrictions of winter. The stadium, however, is impervious to anything Mother Nature dishes up, thanks to a one-of-a-kind fan-shaped roof switch. Two tickets: $54.58 Two sausages: $11 Two beers: $6 Parking: $19.50 Coors Field is likely best known for the ridiculous number of home runs sent rocketing
into the Rocky Mountain atmosphere - thin air in mile High City means the ball goes further. However, the home of the Colorado Rockies should really be known for the league's most affordable beer, for just $3 a pop. Two tickets: $61.84 Two sausages: $10 Two beers: $10 Parking: $10 Formerly known
as Anaheim Stadium, the home of the Los Angeles Angels underwent a major renovation in the mid-90s for a total value of about $100 million. The stadium's latest session was just over 45,000 people. Two tickets: $48.60 Two sausages: $11.50 Two beers: $12 Parking: $20 Coliseum part of the Oakland
Coliseum tells the story of the building's architecture. The three floors of the outdoor stadium form a perfect circle around the courtyard. A $120 million upgrade in 1995 added tens of thousands of new seats, 90 luxury boxes and a host of other modern amenities to spruce up the former drab facilities
where athletics played. Two tickets: $58.88 Two sausages: $8.50 Two beers: $10 Parking: $16 From the park statue honoring legend Hank Aaron - likely the franchise's most notable player - to the art collection on display, Truist offers Braves fans a baseball church to call home. Two tickets: $62.32 Two
sausages: $8.50 Two beers: $10 Parking: $13 Despite Cleveland's baseball history dates back to 1869, the Indians' home at Progressive Field was completed in 1994 (when it opened under jacobs field's original name). Located in the city center, the stadium is located on both sides bars, restaurants and
other locations with Tribe loyals. Two tickets: $59.38 Two sausages: $8.26 Two beers: $11.26 Parking: car: Opened in 1989, the site was called SkyDome until it changed its name to the Rogers Center in early 2005. It has a fully recedible roof, weighs 11,000 stunning tons and covers more than 339,000
square feet, helping to keep Toronto Blue Jays fans enjoying a game regardless of the weather. Two tickets: $51.50 Two sausages: $12 Two beers: $12 Parking: $20 The Texas Rangers have officially moved from Globe Life Park - in the heart of a 270-acre complex in Arlington, Texas - to this new field
for the first time this year. In fact, Globe Life Field served as the third home for the Rangers, who first played football at Arlington Stadium in 1972. Two tickets: $65.68 Two sausages: $11.50 Two beers: $8 Parking: $12 Named for legendary team owner Ewing M. Kauffman, home of the Kansas City
Royals who underwent a $250 million upgrade in 2009. But its history returns to 47 seasons, with about 83.5 million fans visiting the park since 1973. The stadium's large high-definition scoreboard measures 84 feet by 104 feet. Two tickets: $56.76 Two sausages: $9 Two beers: $14 Parking: $20 Debuting
as the new Comiskey Park in 1991, home of the Chicago White Sox attracted a club record 2,934,154 baseball fans in its first season. Since then, it has undergone two name changes, becoming U.S. Cellular Field in 2003 and then Guaranteed Rate Field after the 2016 season. Two tickets: $71.08 Two
sausages: $10 Two beers: $10 Parking: $17.30 You'll only need $5 for a beer at Busch Stadium, but that makes a lot of sense in a park named for the most famous of American brewers. The current 46,000-seat stadium - and the third Busch Stadium in general - has been in place since 2006, a season in
which the St. Louis Cardinals became the first and only team to win the World Series in their first season in a new football field. Two tickets: $75.54 Two sausages: $13 Two beers: $10 Parking: $10 The then-Safeco Field made its mid-season debut, with the Seattle Mariners opening on July 15, 1999,
against the Padres. It was only in time for the historic 2001 season when the Mariners set an American League record with 116 wins. However, it was renamed T-Mobile Park in 2019 as part of a new 25-year partnership. Two tickets: $72.08 Two sausages: $8 Two beers: $12 Parking: $18 The $346 million
cost to build The Park Citizen Bank staff - which opened in 2004 - meant the Phillies spent just $16 million more to build the stadium than it did on Bryce Harper, who signed a 13-year , $330 million megadeal in 2019. And while Harper can crush big home runs, the stadium features a number of amenities -
especially after the $80 million innovation that added a Shake Shack, sports bar and outdoor beer garden. Two tickets: $55.20 Two sausages: $13.50 Two beers: $22 Beans $25 Historic but crowded and dilapidated, Shea Stadium was home to the New York Mets from 1964 to 2008 - a period that
included both of the team's World Series titles. You can still see many Shea Stadiums at Citi Citi Though, if you visit the Mets Hall of Fame and the 3,700-square-foot Museum, where there are plenty of exhibits there are old and new stadiums. Two tickets: $85.24 Two sausages: $13.50 Two beers: $12.50
Parking: $5 Meanwhile $85-plus for two tickets seems steep, it's worth keeping in mind that the Dodgers are diverting a lot of money right into the product on the field with a payroll that's close to $200 million. Moreover, your visit to Chavez Ravine will allow you to visit the site of some of baseball's most
notable moments, including sandy Koufax's perfect 1965 game and kirk Gibson's legendary walk-off home run in game one of the 1988 World Series. Two tickets: $76.64 Two sausages: $13 Two beers: $16.50 Parking: $20.42 Open for the 2000 season, Oracle Park worth $357 million - formerly known as
Pacific Bell Park, SBC Park and AT&T T Park - has replaced the crumbling Candlestick Park and represents the first private park built in baseball since the Dodgers' home-held San Francisco Giants in 1962. If there is a defining park image, it's likely the long-running home splashed down in McCovey
Cove as they manage to clear the fence in the right field. In pictures: A Look Inside Consumer Life Across the US Affected By the Coronavirus Two tickets: $99.70 Two hot dogs: $11 Two beers: $13 Parking: $15 The Astrodome might have been dubbed the Eighth Wonder of the World when it debuted in
1965, but baseball purists were not a fan of its artificial turf. As such, the reable roof that allowed Minute Maid Park to grow natural grass - while also protecting Astros fans from the Texas Heat at game time - has been a welcome addition for many. Two tickets: $88.24 Two sausages: $14 Two beers: $18
Parking: $20 The concrete, steel and glass fauceas of Nationals Park blend seamlessly into the architecture around the nation's capital - and that architecture is visible from inside the ball field, creating a unique atmosphere. Soaring views of the Washington Monument, the Capitol Building and other
landmarks are all included in the nationals fare. Two tickets: $95.24 Two sausages: $6 Two beers: $12 Parking: $27.50 The new Yankee Stadium may be the most expensive stadium in MLB, replacing the legendary House That Ruth Built. However, there are plenty of modern amenities that don't exist in
the former Bronx Bombers' homes - not the least of which are cupholders in every seat. And a trip there means you can spend time in the Big Apple exploring attractions - eight of the most popular U.S. tourist attractions are in the city. Two tickets: $118.64 Two sausages: $10.50 Two beers: $17 Parking:
$14.28 The iconic home of the Boston Red Sox is worth a pilgrimage for die-hard fans, for history if nothing else. The oldest stadium in baseball, Fenway Park - and the Monster infamously appeared on the left field - has been home to some of the most historic moments in baseball since it was in 1912.
Two tickets: $118.98 Two sausages: $13 Two beers: $19 Parking: $26.16 One of the truly historic stadiums in baseball history, only Fenway Park has a longer history than Wrigley. But, if you want to enjoy your old style and the outfield walls covered with spring trees, it will cost you. These old Styles, for a
start, are coming up with the highest beer prices in baseball. And if you're thinking you can just ignore those stand-up concessions and not end up spending too much at a Chicago Cubs game, think again - ticket prices are also the highest in baseball. And all this for a team that has gone a season of just
108 between its last two World Series titles. Based on cost alone, the best stadium to catch a game would be Tropicana Field, where a trip for two comes in at a relatively modest $32.53 per person. That's less than half the average price at any of the five most expensive stadiums. Of course, the best
stadium to watch a game is that - for most baseball fans - will be one of their favorite team homes, so the debate here should continue to rage for generations to come. More from GOBankingRates Joel Anderson contributed to this report. Methodo methodo: GOBankingRates surveyed four costs of
attending a baseball game at all 30 Major League Baseball stadiums for two: (1) fares, based on average fares, derived from Team Marketing Report's MLB 2019 report; (2) average parking costs, derived from Team Marketing Report's MLB 2019 report; (3) average beer prices, derived from Team
Marketing Report's MLB 2019 report; (4) the average price of a hot one, derived from Team Marketing Report's MLB 2019 report. To find the cost of attending a game for two guests, the average price of a ticket, the price of beer and the price of a hot one are in two; parking rates are not assumed by two
guests traveling in a vehicle. Fresh water prices were included as additional data. The stadium name is derived from MLB's official website. Photo disclaimer: Please note that some stadium names have changed, as a result, images may show the old name of the stadium. Stadium.
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